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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a prime number, F the field of p elements, M the semigroup of all 
2 x 2 matrices over F, G the group GL(2, p) of invertible elements of M, and S 
the normal subgroup SL(2, p) of G consisting of the matrices of determinant one. 
The aim of this paper is to study the representations of M, G and S over F. 
A certain construction is of great help towards this aim as well as being of 
considerable interest in its own right. We describe this next. 
Let V be the commutative polynomial algebra in two indeterminants, x and y 
say, over F. For each positive integer m, the homogeneous polynomials of degree 
m - 1 form a subspace V, , of dimension m, in V, and I’ = @Ezl V, . Each 
V, may be regarded as an FM-module by considering the elements of M as 
homogeneous linear substitutions, so an element (z i) of M applied to a monomial 
xiyj yields (ax + by)i(cx + dy)j. (As Vr consists of the “constant” polynomials, 
its elements are left unchanged by all elements of M, including the zero matrix.) 
The maps so representing the elements of M on I’ are not only linear transforma- 
tions but are also F-algebra endomorphisms of I/. 
This construction was used by Brauer and Nesbitt [I] to determine the 
irreducibles of S. Various other results given below for S or G occur in the 
literature or folklore of the subject, even to the explicit description of the 
submodule structure of half the indecomposables for S by Janusz in [7]. Instead 
of quoting these, or applying the general theories from which they are derived, 
we give virtually bare-handed proofs, many of which seem to have distinct 
attractions. Our need is for an approach that will enable us to handle the case 
of M. The representation theory of (finite) semigroups as expounded for 
instance in [2, 31 by Clifford and Preston, or in [8,9] by McAllister, seems to 
succeed only with modules that can be induced from maximal subgroups. One 
of the results of this paper is that M has infinitely many isomorphism types of 
* The material in this paper was presented to the Australian National University in 
June 1976, in a Ph.D. thesis written while the author held a Commonwealth Postgraduate 
Scholarship. 
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indecomposables over F, a result one would hardly have expected along the 
lines of this theory, for the maximal subgroups of M are G and cyclic groups of 
order 1 and p - 1. Groups of this type have only finitely many isomorphism 
types of indecomposables over F. This illustrates the reasons for proceeding 
virtually from first principles. 
Next we summarize our results. We aim at finding the irreducibles, the 
indecomposables and the submodule structure of at least the principal inde- 
composable S, G and M modules. We would also like to be able to describe all 
the V, and, although we have not been able to give a complete description of 
these, at least we can say as much as we would like to say about the I’,,, o . 
The one dimensional FM-modules, other than V, , are the tensor powers LP 
(n = 1, 2,..., p - I) of the module which affords the determinant representation 
(so on this each element of M acts as the scalar which is its determinant); we put 
Do = V, . We show that M has precisely p2 (isomorphism classes of) irreducible 
modules over F; namely the V, @ Dn with 1 & m < p, 0 .( II 5: p - 1. 
These modules, after restriction, yield all the irreducibles of G and S as well, 
but to keep them pairwise nonisomorphic the upper end of the range of n has 
to be brought down to p - 2 and 0 respectively. For each of M, G and S the 
principal indecomposable modules are described in sufficient detail to reveal their 
complete submodule structure. For G and S, all principal indecomposables 
occur as direct summands in the restrictions of the V,,, , while the same will hold 
for some, but definitely not all, principal indecomposables in the case of M. 
For G and S, direct decompositions of restrictions of the I’, have at most one 
nonprojective summand each; this is also false for M. For G and S the non- 
projective indecomposable direct summands of the V, form periodic sequences 
with period p(p - 1). In the (repeated) initial segment of length p(p - 1) 
of this sequence, every pth term is 0 while the others are nonzero and pairwise 
nonisomorphic. In the case of S every nonprojective indecomposable is isomor- 
phic to one and only of these, while in the case of G every nonprojective in- 
decomposable is isomorphic to one and only one of these tensored with a D”. The 
nonprojective indecomposables for G and S can therefore be described in suffi- 
cient detail to reveal a great deal of their submodule structure. Each G module 
can be made into an M-module by making all elements of M outside G annihilate 
it: call such M-modules singular. Now M has infinitely many isomorphism types 
of nonsingular indecomposables, but only finitely many of them occur as direct 
summands of the J;,, , and we do not attempt to classify even those which do. 
To complete this summary of the results in this paper, it remains to indicate 
what we know about the structure of the I’, As far as the action of G or S is 
concerned, each V,,, is a direct summand of Vm+l,(,,-l) with a complement which 
depends only on the residue class of m mod p2 -- 1. This makes it possible to 
describe all V, by dealing, as we do, with the first few. By contrast, with respect 
to the action of M the I’, do not fit such an arithmetic pattern: for instance, I’, 
is not a direct summand of any other J;,, , and is not even embcddable in V!,, 
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unless m - 1 is a power of p. For this reason we cannot complete the discussion 
of the V, as M modules. This is all the more surprising as there is “very little” 
M-action (other than G-action) on each V,,, in the following sense: for m > p 
the unique largest singular submodule [namely (xpy - xy”) V,-,-,] has 
codimension p + 1 in I’, and the unique smallest nonsingular submodule has 
dimension at most p $ 1. In any composition series of I’?,, all but one factor is 
singular, so in any direct decomposition of a V, all but one summand is singular, 
and so on. 
As we have said, we work essentially from first principles. We do rely on 
some general representation theory, say from the book [4] by Curtis and Reiner. 
Our only other sources are Dickson and Kelly [S], which we invoke to show 
that M is of infinite representation type, Huppert [6] for a general result about 
modules, and an unpublished manuscript by Professor G.E. Wall to whom we 
are greatly indebted for making it available. A crucially important tool in the 
investigation of the Vrc;,, is a family of short exact sequences 
which comes from that manuscript, where it is used for analysing the first 2p 
of the V, as S-modules, the tensor products of irreducible S-modules, and the 
principal indecomposable S-modules. While we reach our conclusions by 
somewhat different arguments, we gratefully acknowledge the influence of that 
manuscript through much of this paper. 
The paper is arranged in seven sections the first of which is this introduction. 
In the second section we present some preliminary results, mainly from general 
representation theory. They are all well known but are useful in exhibiting the 
differences relating to group algebras and the more general class of algebra that 
we are interested in. It also means that most of the quoted results in this paper 
are collected in the one place. 
In Section 3 we look at the matrices representing, on a V,, , certain (invertible) 
elements of M. In this way we are able to determine some useful results relating 
to the restriction of the V, to subgroups of G. These results are of interest in 
themselves and some may, in later sections, be used to obtain some of the 
structure of the V, themselves. Important results in this section include the 
fact that, for any m, a decomposition of V, [o into indecomposables yields at 
most one that is nonprojective. Also we show that these nonprojective summands 
form a periodic sequence. Other results include the proof of the irreducibility 
of the first p of the V, and the fact that each nonprojective indecomposable FG 
(FS) module is isomorphic to a direct summand of (V,, @ Dqz)i,-JVm Is) for a 
unique m E(l, 2 ,..., p(p - 1)). 
In Section 4 we switch back to considering the V,,, , not just their restrictions 
to subgroups. It is here that we show that for m > p + 1, each I’, has a unique 
largest singular submodule (xgy - xy”) V7,,pp--1 and a unique smallest non- 
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singular submodule V,FN, where N denotes the set of singular matrices. We see 
that the quotients V&xv - xyp) I’,-,-, are indecomposable and form a 
periodic sequence, of period p - 1. This fact enables us to show that the 
V, /c fit an arithmetic pattern in the sense of (4.3) and already referred to in 
this introduction. The submodule X,, , of V, , spanned by the (m - 1)st 
powers of elements of V, turns out to be in fact VvLFN, giving alternative 
descriptions for that module. We see that X, is indecomposable and (form # 1) 
&nlXm (7 (XPY - XYP) vm is isomorphic to V, with n E (2, 3 ,..., p}, n = m 
mod $J - 1. These two submodules, X, and (xpy - xyp) V,, , will play a large 
role in this paper. 
Section 5 shows another change in direction. In fact Sections 3, 4 and 5 are 
almost independent of each other, results from Sections 3 and 4 creeping in 
right at the end of section 5. It is here that the “exact sequences” enter the 
picture and we can begin to describe the structure of the V,, for m > p. The 
section concludes with a description of V,, and VP+k for Fz E (0, I,..., p - I} 
with these two series of modules providing us with some useful side results for 
the final two sections. Other results in Chapter 5 are more technical in nature and 
we do not list them here. 
Section 6 opens with a description of all irreducible and principal indecom- 
posable FG modules. The work for this has been done in Section 5, and in 
Section 6 we do little more than summarize that. The first p(p - 1) of the 
V, /c are described and we produce some reduction formulas that would 
enable us to describe a r/,,! in terms of direct sums of some Vni lG with n, < 
P(P - 1). 
Section 7 exhibits the difference between the V, and V,, jG . First we look 
at arbitrary FM-modules, by considering all principal indecomposables, and 
we note they have a more complex structure than that of the principal indecom- 
posable FG modules. These principal indecomposables show us that the algebra 
FM is of infinite representation type. Finally we show that only a finite number 
of different indecomposable FM modules occur as direct summands of the V,, 
but a simple arithmetic pattern as in (4.3) is not evident for the whole semigroup 
algebra. 
The case p = 2 is one of degenerate simplicity in some of the more technical 
statements. In order not to clutter up an already rather complicated situation 
by this, from Section 5 on we deal only with the case p > 2. As a result, some 
of the claims made in this introduction are not explicitly established here for 
p = 2: however, they are valid (and provable by the same methods) also for 
p = 2. 
2. REPRESENTATION THEORY 
Most of the notation and quoted results in this paper can be taken straight 
from Curtis and Reiner [4]. A useful table of notation is included in the preface 
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to that book, the two main points of difference being our use of right, not left, 
modules and “exponential” notation. In this section we collect together some 
well known results that we shall need in later sections. These results illustrate 
theorems about group algebras which may, or may not, be extended to corre- 
sponding theorems concerning a more general class of algebra. We find that the 
results that do not generalize in the manner we would like, fail, even in the 
“relatively nice” algebra FIM. Most of the results in this section will be used 
frequently throughout the paper, often without reference. Proofs are not supplied 
as they are all well known but where we know of a convenient reference we 
provide it. 
Everything mentioned in this paper (with the exception of V itself) is finite. 
This fact will be assumed in all results in this section, even though most are 
true in much greater generality. Also we will assume that all algebras mentioned 
have unity element 1 and we do not consider any other fields thanF, F = GF(p). 
Within any module U there are two important chains of submodules. Defining 
#‘U = U the first of these chains has two equivalent definitions. For n 3 1 
we define vnU to be the smallest submodule such that $-l U/y” U is semisimple. 
Equivalently qnU is the intersection of the maximal submodules of vn-ti7. The 
other chain is defined by a”U = 0 and for n > 1, an U is to be the largest 
submodule of U such that u”L’/ a”plU is semi simple. We begin by stating two 
elementary facts about these submodules. 
(2.1) For any indecomposable but reducible module U, aU < VU. m 
(2.2) If U is a module and 01 is an adomorphism of U, then (v”U)ol < vn( Ua). 1 
An algebra A can itself be considered as a right A module (sometimes denoted 
AA). If we write A = @ A, , Ai indecomposable, then the Ai are the so called 
principal indecomposable A modules. We can say a surprising amount about 
these modules. 
(2.3) [4, 54.11, p. 3721. If Ai is a principal indecomposable A-module, then 
AilcpAi is irreducible. Two principal indecomposable modules Ai and Aj are isomor- 
phic if and only ij A&Ai s Aj/vAj . ([4], 54.13, p. 374). Every irreducible 
A module is isomorphic to A&Ai f or some principal indecomposable A module Ai. 1 
In view of (2.3), for any irreducible A module U, it makes sense to talk of 
P(U), the principal indecomposable A module having U as its unique irreducible 
factor module. The following result is well known but restrictions are usually 
placed on the field F, A being an F algebra. 
(2.4) If U is an absolutely irreducible A-module, then the number of summands 
isomorphic to P(U) in an unrejnable direct decomposition of A is equal to the 
dimension of U. 1 
481/51/z-7 
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Several characterizations of projective modules will be used. We call an 
A-module P projective if and only if: 
(a) it is isomorphic to a direct sum of principal indecomposable modules; 
(b) whenever X and Y are A-modules and 0 --f X + Y ---f P -+ 0 is 
an exact sequence, then this sequence splits; 
(c) If X and Y are A-modules and v: P + Y, 4: X -+ Y are homo- 
morphisms, the latter being onto Y, then there exists a t in Hom(P, X) such 
that &L = 9”. An immediate corollary of this last definition is that if IV is any 
module with W/p, W irreducible then W is a homomorphic image of P( W/T W). 
This fact will be used often without reference. 
In a similar way to (b) we can define an A-module I to be injective if and only 
if all exact sequences 0 ---f I + K ---f Y -+ 0 split. A definition similar to (c) also 
holds but in general the indecomposables which occur in the appropriate version 
of (a) are not the principal indecomposables. We do have however, for group 
algebras 
(2.5) [4, 58.14, p. 4021. A module for a group algebra is injective z. and only 
;f it is projective. 1 
For group algebras we can say even more about the principal indecomposables. 
In view of the comments at the end of ([4], 58.12, p. 401) we have 
(2.6) If Ai is a principal indecomposable module for a group algebra then uAi 
is irreducible and oA, g A&Ai . [ 
We will see later that neither (2.5) nor (2.6) hold for FM-modules. 
(2.7) Let A be an algebra whose projective indecomposable modules and 
injective indecomposable modules are all uniserial (modules with only one composition 
series). Then every indecomposable A-module is uniserial. u 
For group algebras we also have the Tensor Product Theorem which is just 
the essential case of ([4], 44.3, p. 325). 
(2.8) Let L be a subgroup of a group H, U an FL-module, W an FH-module. 
Then UH @ Wg (U@ W#. 1 
Before we derive some corollaries of (2.8) we note that for a group H, the 
module FH (group algebra considered as a module) is induced from the one 
dimensional module for the trivial subgroup E. That is FH g (FE)H, or in the 
tensor product language of Curtis and Reiner FH e FE BFE FH. Thus we can 
characterize projective FH-modules as modules that are direct summands of 
modules induced from E. A similar sort of thing holds for a more general class 
of algebras but we do not need that in this paper. 
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(2.9) If U and W are FH-modules for a group H and W is projective, then so is 
U@W. 1 
The thing that makes (2.9) work is the Tensor Product Theorem which as 
stated is not applicable to arbitrary algebras. We will see that (2.9) does not hold 
for F&l-modules, even if U happens to be one dimensional. In that situation, 
that is U one dimensional, if W is a principal indecomposable module for a group 
algebra then so is U @ W. For FM modules this tensor product need not even 
be indecomposable. The reason for this difference is that for group algebras, 
to each one dimensional module U there exists another one dimensional module 
.?? such that on u @ U the group acts trivially and so D @ U @ W g W. It 
follows that the submodule lattices of Wand U @J Ware isomorphic. There is 
no reason however that one dimensional modules for arbitrary algebras need 
have “inverses”. 
We also need to know something about projectivity of induced and restricted 
modules. We sum this up in: 
(2.10) If L is a subgroup of a group H, P the Sylow p-subgroup of H, U an 
FL-module and Wan FH-module then 
(a) U projective implies UH projective, 
(b) W projective implies W, projective, and 
(c) W, projective implies W projective. 1 
One other related fact that will be used often mostly without reference is 
(2.11) [4, 65.17, p. 4391. If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of a group H and U is a 
projective FH-module, then the order of P divides the dimension of U. 1 
We conclude the representation part of this section with a result relating to 
arbitrary modules. 
(2.12) If I and U are disjoint submodules of a module X, with I injective, then 
there exists Y < X such that U < Y and X = I @ Y. 1 
Finally two arithmetic results that we shall need later. 
(2.13) 
P-l 
C mt is congruent to 
0 modp if t+Omodp-1 
m-1 -1 modp if t=Omodp-1. fl 
(2.14) ForeveryrandisuchthatO <i<pr- 1, 
(p’ y 1) s (-1)i modp. 1 
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3. RESTRICTIONS TO SUBGROUPS 
In the introduction we defined the polynomial algebra V and the FM-modules 
V, consisting of the homogeneous polynomials of degree m - 1 in V. Recall 
that M acts on V by F-algebra endomorphisms. The Vvrl can also be considered 
as FH-modules for subgroups H of M. We, as usual, denote these restrictions 
to H by V, lH or (V,), . One of the aims of this paper is to describe the V,,, ic 
but besides this there are two other reasons for studying the restrictions to 
subgroups. 
Firstly, results about restrictions to certain small subgroups of G can be used 
to determine results about restrictions to larger subgroups or hopefully to results 
about the VV,‘,1 themselves. An example of this is (3.1) where we see that for 
m E (1, 2,...,p}, the V,, is are irreducible and consequently so must be the V,,, . 
Another example is (3.3) which states that for any m, a decomposition of V,, I$; 
into indecomposable summands yields at most one that is nonprojective. This 
crucial result is a simple consequence of (3.2), a result concerning restriction to 
a p-cycle. 
The other reason for examining these restrictions is that the V,, provide a very 
convenient medium for studying representations of these subgroups. For example, 
in (3.9) we show that if W is any nonprojective indecomposableFS-module then 
there exists an m such that W is isomorphic to a direct summand of V,, Is . 
It is also true that projective indecomposable F&‘-modules arise in the same way. 
For indecomposable FG-modules the situation is nearly as good. We see in (3.8) 
that for any nonprojective indecomposable FG-module W there exists m, n such 
that W is isomorphic to a direct summand of (V, @ D”)c . 
The other important result in this section is (3.7) which says that the non- 
projective summands of the V, Ic f orm a periodic sequence. This is used often 
throughout the paper and in particular in Section 4 where we show that the 
V, /o themselves fit into a conveniently describable pattern (see (4.3)). 
The two subgroups not already defined that play a big part in this section are 
the subgroup T consisting of the lower triangular matrices, that is, the matrices 
of the form (z z) (a, 6, c E F, ab # 0), and P, the subgroup consisting of the 
matrices of the form (i y), a E F. The subgroup P is a Sylow p-subgroup of T, 
S, T n S and G. It is the cyclicity of P that makes a lot of this paper possible. 
A convenient basis to pick for each V, is the set of monomials {~~y+~l; 
0 < 1 < m - 1); clearly, V, has dimension m. For two u, v E V with u E V,,, 
and v E V,, , uv E V,,,+n_l . Note that VI is the one dimensional module on 
which vt = v for all v E V, and all t EM (including the case where t is the zero 
element of M, however strange that may look). If 1 is the identity element in V, 
we may as well let this be “the” basis vector for V” . We use the convention that 
v, = 0. 
We have already introduced the one-dimensional modules Dj where for t E M 
and d E Dj, dt = (det t)jd. Then Dj is the j-fold tensor power of D; and in 
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general for every module A we take Aj to mean thej-fold tensor power, with the 
convention that A0 = V, . 
The first result in this section was proved in [l, 30, p. 5881. However the 
statement of the result is not in the form we require. The proof given here is 
shorter and sets the spirit for the section as we exploit this approach repeatedly. 
The notation (ur , us ,..., II,> denotes the module spanned by u1 ,..., u, . 
(3.1) For 1 < m < p, the modules V, Is are absolutely irreducible and thus 
the V, @ Dn and the (V, @ Dn)o are absolutely irreducible for all values of n. 
Proof. Take h = (i i) in P. On the chosen basis of V, this element h is 
represented by the matrix Y, whose i, i entry is the binomial coefficient (:I:) 
reduced modulo p to yield an element of F. Note that (:I:) = i - 1 and thus Y, 
has the form 
1 
1 1 0 
2 1 
3 1 
* . . *. 
. . 
m-l 1 
From this we see that Y, - I, (the m x m identity matrix) has rank m - 1 
(it is here we use m < p), and thus the fixed points of Y, form a subspace of 
dimension one. As all irreducible FP-modules are one dimensional and P acts 
trivially on them, this means that V, lP has a unique minimal submodule. 
But clearly, by the same argument, any factor module has a unique minimal 
submodule. Therefore V, IP is uniserial with the unique composition series 
v, Ip s (x-1) < (9-1, x”-2y) < “. < <x+1, xm-2y )..., y-1> z v,,, jp . 
Thus every nonzero submodule of V, lP contains x +-l but no proper submodule 
can contain ym-l. Since (xrn-l)+ = ynz-r f or s = (-f i) E S, no submodule of 
v7n Is can contain xm-r without containing ym-l and hence V,,, js can have no 
nonzero proper submodules. 
Even if we were to extend the field of scalars, the same argument would apply, 
so V, Is is absolutely irreducible. As (V, @ D”)s z V, Is , the other assertions 
of (3.1) are clear. i 
This result does more than describe some irreducible S, M and G modules. 
In later sections we show that this in fact describes all of them. 
We also note that as the V,, IP with 1 < m < p are uniserial, and so indecom- 
posable, and as P has just p isomorphism types of indecomposables (see Curtis 
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and Reiner [4], 64.2, p. 431), every indecomposable FP-module is isomorphic 
to one of these V, lP . We exploit this in the proof of the next result which will 
have as an almost immediate corollary one of the (two) most useful tools in 
this paper. 
(3.2) For m 21 write m=kp+r with O<r<p-I. Then JQp is 
the direct sum of V,. Ip and k copies of the regular FP-module. 
Proof, We proceed as in the proof of (3.1); the first point of departure being 
that Y,-II, has rank (kp+r)-(k+l) if r>O and (kp+r)-k if 
r = 0. The space of fixed points of Y, therefore has dimension k if I = 0 and 
k + 1 if Y > 0. We also notice that the span of the first kp basis vectors is a 
submodule, U say, on which h is represented by YkB . This kp-dimensional 
submodule has fixed point space of dimension k and is therefore the direct sum 
of at most k indecomposables, each of dimension at most p. Thus U must be 
the direct sum of precisely k indecomposables, each of dimension p and hence 
regular. Consequently U is a direct summand with its direct complement having 
dimension r and (if r > 0) fixed point space of dimension one. Thus this 
complement is indecomposable and in fact isomorphic to V, jP . 1 
(3.3) If p 1 m then V,,, Ic; is projective and ifp r m then V, /o is the direct sum 
of a projective module and a nonprojective indecomposable module. 
Proof. From (3.2), ifp 1 m, then V,, lP is projective so by (2.10) so is V, lo . 
On the other hand ifp { m then by (2.11) V, /c is not projective. Write V, jo as 
the direct sum of indecomposable modules. Should more than one of these 
summands be nonprojective then by (2.10), so would their restrictions to P. 
This would contradict (3.2) so we conclude that there is exactly one non- 
projective summand. a 
The subgroup T has been defined to consist of the matrices h of the form 
with a(h), b(h), c(h) EF and u(h) c(h) # 0. T wo one dimensional FT-modules 
are already implicit in this description: A with ah = a( for all a in A and h 
in T, and B with bh = b(h)b for all b in B. It is clear that Ai @ Bj z A” @ Bz 
ifandonlyifi-kmodp-landj-Zmodp-I. 
Note next that T is generated by P and two more elements (‘, t), (: ;) where 
f is a generator of the multiplicative group of F. Consideration of the restrictions 
V, jT is greatly facilitated by the fact that the standard basis elements are all 
eigenvectors for the two extra generators of T. In particular (x”-‘) is a sub- 
module of V, jr , and it is easily seen to be isomorphic to Am-l. Thus (xp-l) is a 
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submodule of V, lr isomorphic to V, lr , and each V, jr @ Ai @) Bj has a 
submodule isomorphic to Ai @ Bj. As (I’, Ir @ Ai @ Bj), = VP lp , these 
modules are uniserial and injective so VD /r @ Ai @ Bj is the injective hull of 
Ai @ Bj. It follows that the VD jr @ Ai @ Bi with i, j E (0, I,..., p - 2) are 
pairwise nonisomorphic and as the dimension of their direct sum is the order of 
T, that direct sum must be precisely the regular FT-module. This shows that 
every irreducible FT-module is isomorphic to Ai @ Bi and every principal 
indecomposable, being isomorphic to some V, IT @ Ai @ Bj, is uniserial. 
We can now invoke (2.7) to conclude that every indecomposable FT-module is 
uniserial and hence isomorphic to a submodule of the injective hull of its unique 
minimal submodule. This shows that every indecomposable is isomorphic to a 
submodule of some VZ, IT @ Ai @ Bj, and so there are at most p(p - 1)2 
isomorphism classes of nonzero indecomposables. 
Similarly we observe that the V, IT @ Ai @ Bj with 1 < Y < p and i, j E 
(0, I,..., p - 2) form a list of p(p - 1)” modules. The restriction to P of each 
of these is uniserial, so they are all indecomposables. The unique minimal 
submodule of V, ]r @ Ai @ Bi is isomorphic to AF-l+i @ Bj, and comparison 
of these enables us to show that no two modules in the above list which have the 
same dimension can be isomorphic. Thus we have proved the following result. 
(3.4) Every indecomposable FT-module is isomorphic to V, IT @ Ai @ Bj for 
somei,j,rwithl <r <pandi,jE{O,l,..., p-2). 1 
Note. A convenient side result of the argument above is that any two 
indecomposable FT-modules which have the same dimension and isomorphic 
socles are themselves isomorphic. This will be used in the last step of the proof 
of the next result. 
(3.5) Form 3 1 write m = kp + r with 0 6 r < p - 1. Then 
k-l 
VmlTs V,lTOBkOO(V12,(TOAk+r-1-zOBz). 
Z=O 
Proof. For each 1 E (0, l,..., k - l} let U1+, denote the span of the first 
$(I + 1) elements of the standard basis of V, and put U, = 0, U,,, = V, IT . 
As in the proof of (3.2) we note that Vi, U, ,..., U, admit P and indeed as 
P-modules they are isomorphic to V, 1~ ,..., Vk, lp . Since u, , u, ,..., Uk have 
bases consisting of eigenvectors of the additional generators of T, they admit T 
as well. Also by (3.2) their restrictions to P are injective so by (2.10) they are 
injective T-modules. It follows that 
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Each summand U,+,/ U, has an irreducible submodule spanned by ~~-~-~ny~p+ U, 
and hence isomorphic to ~F-l-~n @ Bzp, that is, to A7c-+c~1-z @ Bz as m - 1 - 
Zp = K + r - 1 - I mod p - 1, We know from (3.2) that 77, Ip does not have 
a direct decomposition with more summands than 
so this must be an unrefinable decomposition. As each indecomposable is 
identifiable by its dimension and isomorphism type of an irreducible submodule 
in it, (see the note after (3.4)), 
for 1 < k while U,,,/U, s V,. IT @ B”‘. 1 
The following result provides a way of determining some of the structure 
of a KG-module by examining the restriction of it to T. 
(3.6) For any FG-module U, (U,)G s U @ (U @ V, IG). 
Note. A similar result is true if we substitute S for G and T n S for T. 
The same proof applies. 
Proof of (3.6). By the Tensor Product Theorem (2.8), 
( UTJG  (C:. 0 VI ITjG 2-x u0 (Vl /7-)G. 
To prove (3.6) therefore, we have to show (VI ir)G, which is the permutation 
representation of G on the cosets of T, is isomorphic to VI (c @ V, Ic . 
Take u = 1 + xp-l E VI @ V,) and look at {ug 1 g E G}. The elements of 
this set are permuted transitively by G and together span a submodule of 
(V, @ V,), which is neither VI lG nor V, lG Therefore (~9 1 g E G) = 
(V, @ V,), and {UQ I g E G) has at leastp + 1 elements. 
Next we observe that if h = (E i) E T (so a # 0) then uh = 1 + (ax)“-’ =z 
1+x p-l = u. Therefore if g and g’ are in the same coset of T (that is g’ == hg 
for h E T) then ug’ (= uhg) == u” and we conclude that the number of distinct 
us is at most the number of cosets of T in G, that is, at most p + 1. By the 
conclusion of the last paragraph therefore the number of distinct ug is exactly 
p + 1 and so they are in one to one correspondence with the cosets. As G acts 
on the ug as it does on the cosets and the us form a basis for (VI @ V,), it 
follows that (V, lT)c z V, IG @ V,, iG and we remarked in the opening para- 
graph that this is sufficient to prove (3.6). 1 
Before studying some of the consequences of this result we need to introduce 
some notation. By (3.3) V, lG = rrL @ vm where v!,, is a suitable projective 
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and v, is zero or a nonprojective indecomposable. While V, lo could have 
several such decompositions, the Krull-Schmidt Theorem guarantees that rm 
and rm are unique up to isomorphism. We should note that while V, is an 
M-module, v, and rm are defined as G-modules. The next result establishes 
that the rm form a periodic sequence. 
(3.7) The nonprojectiveparts of the V,, IG form aperiodic sequence: vm+DcD,-l) s 
Fm for all m. 
Proof. Write m = hp + r, 0 < r < p - 1 so that m + p(p - 1) = 
(k + (p - 1))~ + r. Now use (3.5) to show 
where X is projective by (2.10). Therefore, by (3.6), 
As Xc is projective by (2.10) the only nonprojective summand of ( VmtD(p-l) IT)c 
is v, . On the other hand a direct application of (3.6) shows 
so the only nonprojective indecomposable summand in another decomposition is 
K+dv-1) . The Krull-Schmidt Theorem now yields our claim. 
We conclude this section by showing that a detailed knowledge of the V,, 
would provide much to the general representation theory of G and S. 
(3.8) Let W be a nonprojective indecomposable FG-module. Then there exist 
unique integers m, n such that 1 < m < p(p - I), 0 < n < p -- 2 and W g 
v,,, @ D,“. 
Proof. First we establish the analogous claim for T in place of G. Let U 
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be a nonprojective indecomposable H-module. From (3.4) we see that 
U g V, IT @ Ai @ Bi for some i,j, r with 1 < r < p. Noting that (A @B)” E 
Dri rewrite this so that U z V, lr @ Bjpi @ (A @ B)i where, by reducing 
modulo p - 1, we assumej -- i to be nonnegative. By (3.9, U is isomorphic to 
the unique nonprojective indecomposable summand of (I’c~-~)~+~ @ Di), . 
It follows that there exist m, n in the given range, such that U is isomorphic to 
the unique nonprojective indecomposable direct summand of (V, @ Dn)T . 
?Jote that there are (p -~- I>” choices of .Y, and the same number of choices 
for m, n in the given range subject to the obvious restraint that p r m, and so the 
uniqueness is assured. We are now ready to proceed with the case of G-modules. 
Write W, = oi Ui . Since (W,)” g UT @ X, where X is projective by (3.6), 
and also ( W,)G z oi LriG, it follows from (2.10) that exactly one Lri , say U, , 
is nonprojective. Therefore, by the Krull Schmidt Theorem W is isomorphic 
to a direct summand of UiG. 
We have noted that there exist m, n, unique in the given range such that 
(Vrn 0 D’S contains a direct summand isomorphic to LTi . Therefore 
((I’, @ Dn)T)G contains a summand isomorphic to UIG, which in turn contains 
a summand isomorphic to W. Use (3.6) to argue that 
Now the Krull Schmidt Theorem gives that every nonprojective indecomposable 
direct summand of ((V, @ DR)T)G is isomorphic to pm @ DGn and this applies 
to W. If some other ??, @ D,” also had a direct summand isomorphic to W, 
upon restriction to T we would contradict the uniqueness of m, rr relative to C’, , 
and so the proof is complete. 1 
For nonprojective indecomposable F&modules the situation is better still as 
we do not have to tensor with a power of D. 
(3.9) Let W be a nonprojective indecomposable FS-module. Then there exists 
a unique positive integer m such that 1 < m < p(p -- 1) and W z r,,‘,, Is . 1 
We do not prove this result as the proof follows very closely the proof of (3.8). 
4. Two IMPORTANT SUBMODULES 
Let N be the set of singular matrices in M and in each V, denote the anni- 
hilator of N by V,,*: this is clearly a submodule. In the introduction we called 
a module singular if it is annihilated by hi, and nonsingular otherwise; VVt* is the 
largest singular submodule of V,,, . Another submodule of importance is V,FN. 
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As xm-l is fixed by (i i), we have that V,,,FN is nonsingular. In fact V,FN will 
turn out to be minimal with respect to being nonsingular. 
The observation that x”-l E I’, and (3.1) show that VW&* = 0 for m < p. 
The first thing we prove in this section is V,* -= (xpy - xy~) V,,+,-, when 
m 3 p + 1. The obvious question to ask then is what the (p + 1)-dimensional 
quotients look like. We have not got enough guns to describe them fully in this 
section but in (4.2) we note that for m >, p + 1 the V,:,,/V,n* form a periodic 
sequence with period p - 1. In (4.6) we note that they are indecomposable with 
unique minimal submodules. 
Although we do not know the structure of the VTn/Vrfi* we can make good use 
of the isomorphisms between them to show in (4.3) that the l?, iG , with m in 
any residue class modulop(p2 - l), form an arithmetic sequence. 
We complete the section by showing that V,FN is in fact X,, - the sub- 
module of T,,, generated by the (m - 1)st powers vm-l (v E V,) and thus has 
dimension at most p + 1. In (4.6) we see that X,, (= Vv’,,FN) is indecomposable 
with unique maximal submodule. 
(4.1) For m 3 p + 1 the maximal singular submodule V,* of V, is 
(xpy - xy”) V,+,-, and is isomorphic to D @ l~‘,,-~-~ . 
Proof. Take t = (z i) E M. Using the fact that pth powering is an endomor- 
phism of the F-algebra V, we get: 
(x”y - xy*)t = (ax + by)g(cx + dy) - (ax + by)(cx + dy)’ 
= (axp + byP)(cx + dy) - (ax + by)(aP + CY”) 
= (det t)(xs’y - xy”). 
Thus D s (xpy - xy”; < VP+2 . It follows that (xpy - xyp) V,,,-,_, is a 
submodule of V,* and is isomorphic to D @ V,-,-, . 
Next we prove that {x”-l, xme2y,..., xm--nply~) u (y”-l} is linearly independent 
even modulo V,*. This will complete the proof for it shows that V,* cannot 
be larger than its submodule (x”y - xy”) Vm-,,--l , which already has codimen- 
sionp + 1 in V, . 
Let us suppose that there exist scalars ai , not all zero such that the element w, 
defined by 
P-l 
w = C qxm-l-iyi + apym-l, 
i=O 
belongs to I/,,,*. That is, w annihilated by all of N, and in particular by the 
elements t = (: y) and t(b) = (t g), b EF. As wt = a,y+l and wf(0) = aoxmpl, 
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cl0 = a, == 0. Suppose a, is the first nonzero coefficient in the defining expression 
of w and take b EF, b # 0. Since 
V-l 
i=n 
we have 
9-l 
a, = - c aibi-n. 
As this holds for each choice of b, we have 
(p - l)a, = -i; iz;l aibi-n = “c’ (ai 5’ b”-‘j = 0 
i=n+l b=l 
by (2.13), and this contradiction completes the proof. 1 
The previous result identifies a submodule V,,* of V, , of codimension p + 1, 
on which only the action of G is relevant. Hopefully, if we can identify the 
quotient Vm/Vm*, then all we have to do is find a way of “sticking them together”. 
At this stage we cannot describe these quotients fully but the following result 
shows that there are not too many nonisomorphic ones. 
(4.2) For m 3 2p, write m = k + j(p - 1) with p + 1 < k < 2~. Then 
VT,, I vm * is isomorphic to V,JV,*. 
Proof. The standard basis for V, is {xE-1, XL-~,..., yL-l}. Define 4: V, - 
V,,, on these basis vectors by 
xiy"-i&l# = P 
m-kXiyk-i-l if ial 
/y-1 if i=O 
and extend to V, by linearity. We note that for elements u in the subset XV,-, 
of V, we have u# = x “-%I and for any v E (ay”-l j a E F) we have v# = y+%. 
Therefore, since 
v,* = (x’y - xy”) vk-p-1 ,( xv,-, , 
we have 
We will establish (4.2) by proving that (II”)+ - (u#)’ E V,* whenever u t V, . 
This will show that $ followed by the canonical map 7 of V,, onto V,,,/ V,,L* is an 
FM-homomorphism and, as we noted above that V,* is in the kernel of $7, 
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this map induces a homomorphism of V,/V,* into V,/ V,/m*. This homomorphism 
is onto V,/V,* because, as we saw in (4.1), V,/Vm* has basis 
(p-1 I- vm*, x-y + vm*,..., xm--Pyp-1 + vT,L*, yl’l-1 + V,,“} 
and this basis is the image under #v of 
{xk--l, x”-2y )..., x”-pyp-1, xk-1). 
A dimension count then shows that we have an isomorphism. 
We prove (u”)# - (u$)” E V,* using the definition of Vr,&* as the annihilator 
of N, that is, by showing that ((ut)# - (u#)“)“’ = 0 for all t’ in N. Since # is 
linear it is sufficient to do this separately for the cases u E XV,-, and u = yk-l. 
In the first case u = xur with ur E V,-, . Write ut = xu2 + uy”-l where 
u, E Vk-, and a EF. If t’ is a nonzero element of N then dim Vt’ == 1 so Vs!’ = 
(v) say, and for any Y > 2, (V,)t’ = (vr-l) as 
for each i. Therefore let 
xt’ = bv , yt’ = cv, Xtt’ = dvk-2 1 Utt’ = &-2 , U; = fvk-2. 
We note 
Utt’ = xtt’utt’ = (&)vk-l 
1 
and on the other hand 
utt’ = (xu2 + c~y~--l)~’ = (bf + ack-1) vk-1. 
Thus de = bf + a&l and since m = k modp - 1 we have bf + acm--l = de. 
Now let us see how t’ acts on (ut)# and on (u#)“: 
((u”)y5)“’ = ((xu2 + uy”-‘)I))” = (x+~xu~ + u~+-l)~ = (bm-k+lf + ac”-1) v-1 
while 
((u$,)t)t’ = (yn-kxul))tt’ = dnz-k+l&7-1 = &m-l. 
The last equation of the previous paragraph now shows that ((u”)#)“’ = ((u#)t)“’ 
as claimed. 
In the second case u = yk-l and again we write ut = xu2 + ayk. In addition 
to the notation above we need ytt’ = gv say. This time 
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yield that bf + acn7- l = gm-l. Now apply t’ to (u”)# and (~4)“. 
((u”)tJ)“’ = ((xu, + ayp/y c (Jp-kxu2 + qy = p--k+lf + acl”-l) p-1 
= (bf + ac”‘-1) T-1, 
((us)“)“’ = (y”)tt’ _ gw7-lVm-l, 
and so again ((u”)$)“’ = ((U/J)“)” as claimed. This completes the proof of (4.2). i 
The following result tells us that a description of the first p(pz - 1) of the 
I’, lo is sufficient to describe them all. An interesting observation is that this 
result can be derived while knowing the structure of the first p of the V,,, [o only. 
A tighter result is obtained in Section 6 but there we know, and use, much 
about the structure of the V, iG . 
(4.3) For each positive integer m there is an FG-module P, , depending only 
on the residue class of m module p - 1, such that Vm+v(p2-1) jG G V,,, lc @ P, _ 
Proof. By p(p - 1) applications of (4.1), or directly, we observe that 
(x”y - x~P)~(~-~)~,,~ is an injective submodule of Vm+e(D2-1) jc isomorphic to 
v, . By the Krull-Schmidt Theorem it follows that ~m+p(v?~l) g v,:,, @ P,,, for 
some FG-module P, . As we know from (3.7) that I?,, s rmig(p2-1) , this means 
that V~+p(v~~l) Ic s V, IG @ P,n . It remains to show that P,,+l,+l _z P,, 
for all m. 
First we establish that at least restrictions to T behave in the required manner, 
that is, P,+,-l jT s P, IT . Using (3.5) and putting m = kp + Y we have 
after reducing exponents modulo p - 1. Also we have 
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so 
Pa-2+k 
V m+(pa-l)p IT 2s v, IT 0 0 (V, IT 0 Ak++-z-l 0 w 
Z=k 
Now, writing m + p - 1 = (k + 1)~ + (r - 1) or kp + p - 1 depending on 
whether r > 1 or Y = 0 respectively we see that 
9-2 
V m+P-l+(Pa-l)P 1 -v T = m+p-l IT 0 
( 
@ (VP IT 0 Ak+7-z-1 0 BZ) 
I=0 
1 o(P+l) 
and thus Pm+,-1 IT g Pm IT as claimed. 
It will now be sufficient to establish that Pm+D-l @ V, IG z Pm @ VP IG 
because 
((P?n+9-l)T)G = (Pm ITIC c pm 0 pnl 0 VP IG 
by the previous paragraph and (3.6) while (3.6) gives directly 
((Pm+P-l)T)G = p?n+9-I 0 Pm+P-I 0 VPIC 
and so the Krull-Schmidt Theorem will finish the proof. 
By repeated use of (4.1), or directly, we observe that the submodules Ui of 
V m+p(p~-l) defined by 
(Ji = (uPy - xyP)P(P-u-q7 
m+i(P+l) 3 i = 0, l,...,p(p - 1) 
form a chain such that U, j G g V, IG and 
Ui/Ui-1 Fz Dp'p-l'-i 6) (v~+i(~+l)/v~+i(e+l)). 
Here the isomorphism type of Ui/Ugii-l depends only on i and the residue class 
of m modulo p - 1. It follows that the (Vi @ V,), form a chain of injective 
submodules of ( Vm+9(92-1) @ V,), and thus 
PCS-l) 
K+PcP~-1, 0 V,)G = (Uo 0 VP>, 0 0 WiP&l> 0 VP), . 
i=l 
On the other hand, (U, @ V,), g V,), and 
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The Krull Schmidt Theorem yields that 
9(P-1) 
pm 0 VP IF E @ (( Uii U&l) 0 VP)0 . 
61 
As observed above, the right hand side depends only on the residue of m modulo 
p - 1 and so P, @ V, lG s PwL+,pl @ V, lo follows as required. 1 
We turn our attention to the V,$N. Define X, as the span of the (m - 1)st 
powers of the elements of V, . As each element of Va is a scalar multiple of one of 
x, y, x + Y, 2x + YT..., (P - 1)x + Y, 
we see that X,,, is spanned by 
x-1, y-1, (x + yy-1, (2x + yy,..., ((p - 1)x + yy-1, 
so Xm has dimension at most p + 1. We also note that, on account of (3.1), 
X, = V,, when m < p. 
(4.4) V,FN = x,, . 
Proof. For each v E Vz there exists a t E N such that xt = v. Therefore 
vm-l = (xt)m-l z (xm-l)t g V,FN, 
that is, X, < V,Fn;. 
On the other hand, if t is a nonzero element of N then Vzt is one dimensional, 
say V,t = (v). Then xt = av, yt = bv for some a, b EF and 
(xiym-l-i)t = aip?-l-ivm~lE x,-, . 
Thus V,FN < X, . 1 
Let X,* be the largest singular submodule of X,,, , so X,* = X, n VW*. 
As X, = V,FN, the quotient V,/X, is singular. Our next result will show 
that X,/X,* is irreducible; thus a composition series of V, through X,* and 
X, has only one nonsingular composition factor (namely X,/X,* itself). By the 
Jordan-Holder Theorem, it follows that each composition series of V, has 
precisely one nonsingular composition factor. 
(4.5) For m > p + 1 write m = r(p - 1) + k with 2 < R < p. Then 
-G&L* is isomorphic to V, (which is irreducible by (3.1)). In particular, each 
composition series of V, has precisely one nonsingular composition factor. 
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Proof. Let X be an F-space of dimension p + 1 with basis x,, , x1 ,..., x, . 
Define for n = 2, k, m the F linear map pn of X onto X, by 
xopn = x+1, 
Observe that 
xipn = (ix + y)“-’ for i= 1,2 ,..., p. 
XiPn = (XiPzY for i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., p 
and that every nonzero element of V, (= X,) is of the form u(xjp2) with unique a 
from F and j from (0, l,..., p}. Using this latter fact, we may define an M-action 
on X by putting, for each t in M, 
xit = I 0 if (xipz)” = 0 &-lx. 3 if (xip# = axjpz , 
This makes X into an FM-module. 
Now 
(XiP$ = [(x$p2)y = [(xipJ”]“-’ = [a(x$p,)]k-l = a”-yxjp2)“-’ 
and 
(xi”) plc = (u”-“Xi) plc = u”-yxjpk) = u”-l(xjpz)“-’ 
show that pk is an FM-homomorphism. The same calculation also works with 
Pm in place of pa and as m = k mod p - 1, m > 1, k > 1 ensure ~9-1 = am-1 
we conclude that pm is also an FM-homomorphism. 
Next we establish that (ker pk) pm < X, *. To this end we need to show that 
Pk = o 
implies 
[(fpi)Pm]t = 0 
for all nonzero t in N. Given such a t, as Vzt is one dimensional, (xip2)i = 
ui(xjpz) with the same j for all i [with ui = 0 this expression can also cover the 
case (xip2>j = 01. Thus 
(1 biw+n> +a=c biKwz>m-1l t 
= C bi[hdY1 
= c biu~-l(xjp,)m-? 
481/51/z-8 
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On the other hand, by a similar calculation we have 
0 = Ot = (1 b,x,f3r)t = (1 biU:-') (Xjp2)k-1 
so C 6&’ = 0. Again m = k mod p - 1, m > 1, Fz > 1 guarantee that 
g-1 = ($1 for all ai , so C biay-’ = 0 and (C bixip,# = 0 as required. 
Now define an isomorphism of I’, onto X,JXm* by choosing to each u E V, an 
inverse image x in X under plc and then mapping u to xp, + X,*. Since 
(ker pk) pn < X,* this map of V, is well defined, and as it is defined in terms 
of FM-homomorphisms it is an FM-homomorphism. As pm was onto, this map 
is onto, and as I’, is irreducible this map must be an isomorphism unless 
X,/X,* = 0. Of course xm-r E X, and (xm-l)* = xm-l for t = (i i) EN 
shows x+-l 6 X,* so the last proviso does not apply and the proof is complete. 1 
As we mentioned after the proof of (4.4), each V,,, has a unique nonsingular 
composition factor. We use this fact in proving the final result in this section. 
(4.6) For any integer m 3 1, X,, and V,,,/V,* are indecomposable; in fact X, 
has a unique maximal submodule namely X,,, * and V,,J V, * has a unique minimal 
submodule namely (X, + V,*)/V,*. 
Proof. To show by a contradiction argument that X,* is the unique maximal 
submodule of X, suppose that there exists a maximal submodule U in X such 
that U z& X,*. Then U + X,* = X, so 
so that X,* has a nonsingular factor module. This is clearly impossible as X,* is 
singular by definition. 
To establish the second claim, suppose W/V, * is an irreducible submodule 
of V,/V,* other than X, + V,,,*/V, *. Then WN < T/,FN = X, by (4.4) 
so WN< WnX,< V,* and therefore (WN)N = V,*N = 0. It is easy 
to see (see note below) that N2 = N and therefore W < V,* contrary to 
assumption and hence we conclude that (X, + Vm*)j V,* is the unique minimal 
submodule of V,JV,*. 1 
Note. There exist idempotents ei E N such that N = ui eiN and so 
N2 = u eiN2 3 u e,e,N = u eiN = N. 
z I I 
5. THE EXACT SEQUENCJB AND SOME IMMEDIATE COROLLARIES 
As mentioned in the introduction, this paper depends heavily on the use of 
some exact sequences involving tensor products of the V,, . We begin this 
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section by describing those exact sequences and then go on to derive properties 
of the V, that will be useful for the last two sections. Many of these results 
are technical in nature and we will not provide a summary of them here. At the 
end of the section we describe V,,, and V,, for 1 <K<p-I. These 
modules provide us with enough information to describe the principal inde- 
composable FG-modules but we postpone that to the following section where 
we consider the FG-structure of the V, . 
It is in this section, from (5.7) onwards, that the restriction p > 2 becomes 
necessary: it will be in force throughout, without further notice. 
(5.1) For all m, n > 1 there is an exact sequence 
%n,lI 0 ---f V,,, @ V,, @ D -- Vm,, 0 V,,,, a* Vm+n+, - 0. 
Note. Often, because we know the domain or codomain of e,,, , vmSn , we can 
drop the suffixes from these maps and denoting them by 6, cp respectively will 
cause no confusion. 
Proof of (5.1). Define vm,n on a basis for V,,, @ V,,, by (u @ v)p) = uv 
as u and v run through bases of V,,, and V,,, respectively, and extend to 
V,,, @ V,,, by linearity. Note that (u @ v)p, = uv for all u E V,,, , v E V,,, , 
not only for the basis elements used in the definition and that: 
C(u 0 wt = WY 
= utvt 
= (u” @ v”k 
= Ku 0 v>% 
so by linearity 9 is an FM-homomorphism. Noting that 
and 
((i+j,m+n-i-j)/O<i<m,O<j<n> 
= {(k, m + n - h) 1 0 < k < m + n) 
we see that T,,,~ maps onto V,,+m+l . 
Next define S,,,, on a basis for V, @ V,, @ D by 
where u and v run through bases of Z’, and V,, respectively and w is a basis 
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element of D. Extend to V, @ V, @ D by linearity. As in the case of y we 
note that 
(u @ v 0 w>e = (ux @ vy) - (uy @ vx) 
holds not only for the basis elements but also for every u E V,, , v E L’,& , w E D, 
and that for t = (z 11) E M, 
I-= [(UX @ vy) - (uy 0 vx)]” 
= [d(ax + by) @ vycx + dy)] - [tqcx + dy) 0 +2x + by)] 
= (dx @ vty)(ad - bc) + (dy @ vtx)(bc - da) 
= (det t) [(u”x @ vfy) - (uty @ v”x)] 
= (det t) . (u” @ vt @ w)tI 
= [(u @ v 0 w>y. 
Thus 19 is an FM-homomorphism which we now check to be an isomorphism 
into V,,, @ V,,, by showing ker 6’ = 0. 
Consider the usual basis {xm-l, x”-~Y,..., y”pl} of V, and any basis {w} of D. 
Every element of V, @ V, @ D can be expressed in “normal form” as 
with uniquely determined elements vr ,..., v, , Take an arbitrary element of 
ker 8 in this form so 
t1 [(xm-iyf-lx @ viy) - (x-iyi-ly @ ViX)] = 0. 
Collect terms of the left hand side to get that 
m-1 
(X” @ Vly) - (y” @ VmX) + C Xmpiyi @ (Vi+ly - ViX) = 0. 
i=l 
The left hand side is now in a similar “normal form” for elements in V,,, @ 
V n+l and we must have vry = 0, v,x = 0 and vi+ry - vix = 0 for i = l,..., 
m - 1. As the algebra V has no zero divisors, the first of these relations yields 
v, = 0, hence the third gives va = 0; therefore the next gives va = 0 and so on 
until v, = 0. This shows that the arbitrary element of ker 0 that we started with 
was in fact 0. 
A check on dimensions, together with the obvious fact that Bv = 0, com- 
pletes the proof of (5.1). 1 
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It can be shown that for m + n < p + 1 the above sequences split. We 
do not need that result as such but instead the following. 
(5.2) If p -t’ m then I’, @ V, z (V,-, 0 D) @ V,,, . 
Proof. The case m = 1 is covered by the convention V,, = 0 so take m > 1. 
From (5.1) we have the exact sequence 
where v simply forgets the tensor sign. If we can find a q: V,,, + V, @ V, 
such that q,p) is the identity automorphism c,+~ of V,,, then the sequence will 
split as claimed. We define 6,: I?,,, -+ I’, @ V, by setting 
Xlym-z8m = Z(XZ--~~~-~ @ x) + (m - Z)(x2y"-"-' @ y) 
(for m = 1 let US, = 1 @u) and extend to V,,, by linearity. We note that 
6 mvm-l,l = mhl . Therefore, if we can show that 6, is an FM-homomorphism 
then we can set $? = (1 /m) S, whenever p 7 m to get the desired result. 
We can see that 6, defined above is closely related to differentiation in that for 
a polynomial f E V,,, , fL = (fx 0 4 + (f, 0 Y) where fx , f, denote the 
partial derivatives. It is likely in fact that this differentiation approach has been 
used to prove results similar to (5.2) in the classical setting over the field of real 
numbers. While acknowledging its inspiration, we do not appeal to the authority 
of calculus but prefer to adopt a barefisted approach in proving (5.2). 
As 6 is linear, it is sufficient to establish (wt)S = (wS)~ for all in M and all 
monomials w in V,,, . We shall do this by induction on CD, exploiting a version 
of the “product rule” which we deal with first. To this end let u E Viii , 
v E v,-,,I . We shall show that 
C” 0 v> %,m-is, = t” 0 Vsm-i)(Fi,m-i 0 %) + (V 0 Usi)(P)nt-i,i-l 0 %) 
always holds. The suffixes in the maps have been retained in this formula to 
warn against a tempting misinterpretation: (u @ vS,-i)(vi,m-i-i @ LJ does not 
stand for the meaningless uyijm-i-l @ vS,,-~ but for (uv, @ x) + (UV~ @ y) 
with v, , v, in Vm-i defined by vS,,-~ = v, @ x + v, @ y, and the second 
summand of the right hand side to be read similarly. It is clear that the maps 
vi,m-i @ cp and ~)+~,+i @ ~a are FM-homomorphisms. As all maps involved 
are linear, we need only prove this “rule” for the case u and v are monomials, 
say for u = xjyi-j, v = x~Y--~. The left hand side is (xk+jy”-“-i) 6, or 
(k + j)(xk+i-ly"-k-j @ x) + (m - k - j)(xk+jy"-k-j-1 @ y) 
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and the right hand side is 
[(xjyi-j~xk-ly”-i-” @ x) + (xjyi-j(m _ i _ k) xkynz-i-k-l @ y)] 
+ [(xkym-i-kjxj-lyi-j @ x) + (+ym-i-“(i _ j) xiyi-+l @ y)] 
from which we conclude the two sides are equal. 
Now to the proof, by induction on m, that (w”) 6, = (~6,)~ for all w in 
V,,, and all 1 in M. The initial case of m = 1, with 6, : w + 1 @ w, is trivial. 
For m > I we have already noted that we only need deal with monomials w. 
In fact we only assume that w is in the image of some CJJ, say w = (u @ v)~~,,-~ .
The inductive hypothesis ensures that 6, and 6,-i are FM-homomorphisms so 
all maps on the right hand side of the relevant case of the “product rule” are 
FM-homomorphisms: 
(w”) L = Ku 0 v) P)i,mJL 
= Cut 0 v”> pli,m-tsm 
= l”” 0 Vt8m-i)(P)i,m-i 0 5) + lv” 0 ut6i)(%n-i.i 0 52) 
= Cut 0 (vsm-i)t)(Fi,m-i 0 5) + (v” 0 (usi)t)(%-i,i 0 52) 
= [(u 0 v8m-i)(Fi,m-i 0 4 + (v 0 U%)(%-i.i 0 %?)I” 
= (ws,)t. 1 
The proof of the next result introduces yet another set of homomorphisms 
and, as we will soon see, there is an interesting link between these and the 8, 
introduced in the last result. 
(5.3) V, @ V, z V,, for all m. 
Proof. First note that u/3,,, :: up defines an FM-isomorphism of Vvncl into 
V ,,lP+r [as (au + v)” = aun + VP and (ut)p = (uP)~ for all a EF, U, v E V, 
t E M]. The suffix of /3 is usually omitted. We note that /3,,JnLp y= 0 holds 
trivially; this will be used in the proof of (5.7). In fact it is not hard to see that 
0 - vrn,, k vmp,, k v,, @ v, is exact but we shall never use that. 
The initial case of m = 1 is trivial. For m > I it is convenient to replace m by 
m + 1. We have the sequence of homomorphisms 
v,,, @I VP 3 v,,,, @ VD %.,P-l - Vh+1),, 
and for xzyz-nz E V,,, , ~~y”-l-~ E V, , 
(xy-2 @ xiyp-qpm @ Lp) cpmp,m-l = (xy-)p @ xiyp-1-i) g)7np,p-l 
- xzP+i (W-z)p+P-i-l 
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Since 
{pl + i j 0 < 1 < m, 0 < i < p - 1) = {n IO < fl < (m + 1)p - l}, 
(pm @ Q,) 9mD,P-1 is clearly onto I’cn+rjD , so that, by a dimension count, 
Vh+1) 0 VP = Vhwh * I 
(5.4) (Corollary). If p T m and p” is any power of p, we haae 
v, 0 V,,k s (v(:nl-l)p” 0 D) 0 qm+l)$. 
Proof. The proof is immediate using (5.2) and (5.3). 1 
Provided p 7 m, (5.2) gives us a good method of exploring V,,, once V, and 
V,-, are known. The proof of the following result shows that (5.2) is indeed a 
very powerful tool. 
(5.5) Let 1 < m < n <p. If m + n <p + 1 then 
whileifp<m+n<2pthen 
(b) Vm 0 Vn s VP(m+n-p) 0 P’,-n 0 Vn-m 0 Dm+n-p> 
g-n-1 
z V ,+n+n--a) 0 0 V(v-n)+(vn-1-zi 0 Dm+“-P+i). 
i=O 
[In interpreting these formulas at certain extremes we use the usual conventions 
that both V, and the sum of an empty set of summands are 0.1 
Proof. For a proof of (a) by induction on m, note that (a) is a tautology when 
m = 1 and it is valid by (5.2) w h en m = 2, for all relevant values of n. Let 
2 < m’ < p and suppose (a) holds for all relevant values of n whenever m < m’. 
For the inductive step of the proof we need to deduce that (a) is valid when 
m = m’ + 1 and n is in the range m’ + 1 < n < (p + 1) - (m’ + 1). To this 
end note that 
V, 0 (Vm, 0 VvJ cx V, 0 (Vm,+n-1 0 (G-1 0 Vn,-1 0 4) 
by the inductive hypothesis and so, by two applications of (5.2) [the first of which 
is possible because (m’ + 1) + n - 1 < p], we get 
vi? 0 vm* 0 vn 
s Vm,,, 0 (V,n,+,-, 0 D) 0 (Vm, 0 V,-, 0 D) 0 If,,-, 0 V,-, 0 Oz. 
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On the other hand by (5.2), 
2% (Vd,, 0 VT&) 0 (Vd-1 0 vn 0 D) 
SE (Vd,, 0 vn> 0 (Vm,+n-2 0 0 0 (VW&-, 0 vn-1 0 0”) 
by the inductive hypothesis. Comparing these two expressions of V, @ V,,, @ 
V, and using the Krull Schmidt Theorem we conclude that the first half of (a) 
holds at m = m’ + 1. As the second half is an obvious consequence, this 
completes the inductive step and with it the proof of (a). 
As the second half of (b) follows immediately from (a) and the first half, we 
need only prove the first part. This will also be done by induction on m. For the 
initial step note that when m = I (and so n > p - 1) we have a tautology, and 
when m = 2 so n is p - 2 or p - 1 or p, we have a tautology, a direct application 
of (5.2), or a direct application of (5.3). For the inductive step let 2 < m’ < p 
and suppose (b) holds for all relevant n provided m < m’. We have to deduce 
that (b) holds at m == m’ + I for all n satisfying m’ + 1 < n < p and p < 
(m' + 1) + n < 2p. When (m' + 1) + n = p and m = m' + 1, the first half 
of (b) is a tautology. In the case (m’ + 1) + n = p + 1, part (a) is applicable 
and the expression of Vm,cl @ V, obtained there is, in this special case, just 
what is claimed in (b). Therefore we may assume p + 1 < (m' + 1) + n. We 
exploit this immediately, for now m' + n > p + 1 with n in the relevant range 
so we will be able to apply the inductive hypothesis. That is: 
by (5.2) and (5.4). On the other hand, n is in the relevant range for (b) even with 
m = m’ - 1, so by (5.2), 
by the inductive hypothesis. Comparing these decompositions of V, @ V,, @ V,, 
the Krull Schmidt Theorem yields (b) with m = m' + 1. This completes the 
inductive step. 1 
In Section 6, the following paraphrase of (5.5) will be more convenient. 
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(5.5’) Let m, n E (1, 2,..., p}. The largestprojective direct summand of V, @ V, 
is 0 when m + n < p and Vp(m+n--p) otherwise, while the direct complement is 
always completely reducible and has the explicit form 
minim,n) 
9 Vm+n-1-s 0 Di 
i-0 
or 
D-l-maxh,d 
!2 
Vzp--m--n-l-zi @ Dm+n-p+i 
according to whether m + n < p or m + n > p. 
An easy corollary of (5.5) that we will find useful in Section 6 is: 
(5.6) If 1 < i < j < p, then 
Vi @ Vj-1 GZ (Vi-1 @ Vj) @ (Vj-i @ Di-l). 
Proof. This is tautology if i = j or i = 1 so suppose 1 < i < j. If i + j - 
1 < p + 1 we have from (5.5)(a) that 
so our claim follows. If i + j - 1 >, p + 1 then from (5.5)(b), 
vi 0 vj-1 z vp(i+j-1-p) 0 @ VD(p-j+1)+(p-;)-1-2t @ Dzti+j--p--l 
l=O 
and 
P-j-1 
Vi-1 0 Vj GE VC/T9(i+j--1--D) 0 @I V(e-j)+(D-i-l)-l-21 @ D1+i+j-“-’ 
z=o 
and again our result follows. 1 
In (3.1) we saw that the first p of the V, are irreducible. We are now in a 
position to be able to describe the next p - 1 of them. These particular modules 
will prove to be very useful in later results. Also in V,,-, we see, for the first 
time, a V, which is indecomposable whereas V, lo is not. 
From now on, p > 2. 
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(5.7) For r~(1,2 ,..., p - l}, V,+r is indecomposable (and in fact for r E 
(1, 2 ,..., p - 2}, Vp+r IG is &decomposable) with 
Vp+rloVp+r s VP-,. 0 D’. 
Proof. In view of (2.1) the claim that qVv+? = uV,+~ follows from the rest 
of the assertion; we shall not refer to TV>+, again in this proof. By (5.3), 
Va @ V, g V,, and by (5.1) we have the exact sequence 
0 - V,-, @ D --f V, @ V, --j V,,, - 0. 
Thus V,, contains a submodule U1 with rj; g V,-, @ D and V,,/U, s V,,, . 
By (3.3), V,, lo is projective and thus either a principal indecomposable or the 
direct sum of two principal indecomposables each of dimension p. The latter 
possibility is ruled out by (2.6) and the presence of the irreducible U, of dimen- 
sion p - 1. (It is in this last sentence that p > 2 is exploited for the first time.) 
Recalling the definition of /3i from the proof of (5.3) we next note that (xp, yp) 
is a submodule of V,,, and (xp, y”> = V.$, s V, . Thus V,, has a submodule 
U with U/U, G V, . Therefore, by (2.6), V,, lG , and thus V,, , must be 
uniserial with U, and U being the only proper nonzero submodu1es.l Also by 
(2.6) we know that (VJU), E (V,-, @ D)G and so V,,, is uniserial with 
~Vp,, s V, and ( V,+,/CTV,+,), c (V,-, @ D)o . In the proof of (5.2) we 
showed that the map 6,: V,,, + V, @ V, defined by 
xfyP-iaz, = (ixi-lyPmi @ x) + ((p - i) XiY”-i-l @ Y) 
is a homomorphism and we noted in the proof of (5.3) that ,f3,6, = 0. As 6, is 
clearly nonzero, it follows that ker 6, = V& and so V,,16, is irreducible. Thus 
V,+l/uVp+, g V,_, @ D and (5.7) holds for r = 1. 
For Y > 1 we first identify two submodules of V,,, , the first being X,,, as 
defined in (4.4). In (5.1) we defined v~,~: V,,L.,.l @ Vn+l - VwL.+,+l to be the 
map which “forgets the tensor signs”. We note that as X,+,+i is generated by the 
uP+~ with u E V, and as uflm~” = (~*-l-~-l @ u) ~~+~-r,i with uP+~-~ E X,,, , clearly 
X Dfr+l<(Xg+r @ V,) ~~+~~r,~. Abovewe established that X,+i g Va . Let us use 
this as the initial step in a proof, by induction on Y, for the claim that X,,, G V,,, 
whenever r E { 1,2,..., p - I}. Indeed, if X,] i7’ g V,,, and Y < p - 1 then X,,,,, 
is a submodule of a homomorphic image of V,,, @ V, which, by (5.2) is just 
1 It follows that X2, = U: a fact we do not need here but will need in the proof of (5.9). 
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(V, @ D) @ V,,, . But by (4.4) we know that X,,,,, is nonsingular and is 
indecomposable by (4.6), so the only possibility is that X,,,,, g I/,+, . Thus 
for Y E (1, 2 ,..., p - l}, Vlp+? has a submodule isomorphic to JTrfl . By (4.1), 
Vlp+T has also a submodule isomorphic to VT-, @ D, so to complete the proof 
of (5.7) all we need show is that V,,, is indecomposable (with V,,, je indecom- 
posable if I < p - 2) and has composition factors V,-, @ D, Vrfl , VP-, @ Dr. 
Use the description of the composition factors of V’D+l and (5.5) to show that 
V,,, @ I’, has a submodule isomorphic to (VT-, @ D) @ V,,, with factor 
module isomorphic to ( VntrPl) @ D) @ (I/,-,. @ DT). Therefore, by (5.3) and 
the exact sequence 
0 - (V, 0 V,-1) 0 D - VP+, 0 Vr - V,+r - 0, 
and the Jordan-Holder Theorem ([4], 13.7, p. 79), V/u+T has the desired com- 
position factors. 
From the knowledge of the dimensions of the composition factors of ViTp+,. we 
can see for r < p - 1 that VP+,. IG cannot have any submodules of dimension p. 
Therefore, by (3.3), VP+, JG is indecomposable. For r = p - 1 we cannot use 
this argument as V,,, IG has dimension p and does in fact split off as a direct 
summand of V aBP1 /e; the other summand, by (3.3), being uniserial of dimension 
p - 1. In particular, any irreducible direct summand of V,,-, would have to be 
isomorphic to V, . Suppose that V,,-, is decomposable. Then V,,, = A @ B 
with A g V,, aB z Vlp-2 @ D and B/uB z VI @ DP-l. We have observed 
(at the end of Section 4) that N2 = N so B(FN) = B(FN)2 < (aB) FN = 0 
contradicting the fact that (x”y - xy”) V,-, is the largest singular submodule 
of V,,_, (see (4.1)). Therefore V,,-, is indecomposable. 1 
Note (1). In the proof of (6.1) we will use the fact that V,,-, jc = A @ B 
where A s VP /e and B is indecomposable with a submodule isomorphic to 
( VPP2 @ D)G and factor module isomorphic to (VI @ Dp-l)G . 
Note (2). The modules V,,, , 1 < r < p - 1 exhibit the p - 1 pairwise 
nonisomorphic factor modules V,/V,* as described in (4.1) and (4.2). From the 
proof of (5.7) we see that 
and 
Now since for k >, 1, we can write kp -6 1 as (k - l)(p - 1) + p + k, we have 
by (4.2): 
(5.8) For 1 < k < p - 1, Vk/Icp+l/V&+l has socle isomorphic to V,,, and 
factor module isomorphic to V,_, @ Dk. 1 
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The next result gives us the structure of V,, , Va, ,..., V,, , by determining 
their indecomposable direct summands. Upon restriction to G, these summands 
give principal indecomposable FG-modules: the information obtained here will 
be exploited in the next section. 
(5.9) For 1 < k <p, 
x <“‘r/ d’(k+l)p zz V,-,c 0 D k and X~k+l)ZI/~X~k+l)l) G Vktl , zuhile of course 
1) 9; 
(b) there is a submodule U, in Vtk+l)p, containing Xckfl),, , for which 
V(k+l)p g U, @ V(ii-l)n @ D, so with the convention that U, := I/‘,] zue have 
[k/21 
V(k+lh G @ (uk-2m @ W; 
WL=O 
Proof. Note first that p2Uk = au, follows from the rest of the claims; 
we shall not refer again to @U, here. It can be seen from the first two paragraphs 
of the proof of (5.7) that all the claims are valid at K = 1. We shall proceed by 
induction on k. We let k’ E (2, 3,..., p - I}, suppose (5.9) is true whenever 
K < k’, and aim to deduce that it holds also when k = k’. For a start use (5.5) 
and (5.3) to amend the exact sequence 
0 - V,_, @ V,, @D = V, @ V,,,, 3 V,+k, + 0 
to 
Thus Vckffl),, has a submodule W [namely ( V(k,~-l)l) @ D) 8,_1,k,] which is 
isomorphic to Vtk,~-l)p @ D. By the inductive hypothesis if k’ > 2, and obviously 
at k’ = 2, it follows that 
[(k’-2) /21 
ajTf7 7= @ v&&2)+2m @ Dk’-+-l 
WL=O 
and so W has no submodules of dimension less than p - k’ + 2. 
Next we use (4.5) to deduce that X(k,+l)p/X&,+l,P y Vg,, . As WAY = 0 we 
have that X&+ijp > Xtk,+l)P n W. If Xck,+l)D n W were not zero, the observa- 
tion at the end of the previous paragraph would therefore yield dim X&+r,, > 
p - k’ + 2 and so 
dim XOL+Q~ 3 (k’ t 1) -t (P - k’ + 2) = P + 3, 
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which is impossible as dim X, , < p + 1 for all m. Thus X(k,+l)B n W = 0. 
As W g V(lc~~-1)2, @ D, by (3.3) we have that W, is injective and hence (2.12) 
guarantees that X(k,+l)9 is contained in some G-admissible complement, U say, 
of W in Vtkf+ijD . By (4.4), UN < Vtk,+r)$‘N = XC~,+~)~ < U so this U is in 
fact anFM-submodule. This proves (b) for K = K’. It is easy to see that (a) follows 
from (c); all that remains to be shown is that U has the properties claimed in (c) 
for U,. 
Recall that W was chosen so that the image of 89-l,k, is W @n W’ with 
IV’ = (V,-,, @ D”‘) Ba-i,k, E Vv,-,, @ D”‘. Put u’ = U n (W @ W’). As 
W @ W’ < W @ U (== VC~,+~)~), Dedekinds law gives W @ W’ = W @ U’ 
and so 
u’- w@ w’/Wlr, W’E V,-,, @ DL’. 
my an isomorphism theorem 
u/u = (w @ w’ + u)/(w @ w’) (= v(k’+l)o/(W @ w)) 
and as W @ W’ (being in the image of 09-rSk,) is the kernel of ~~-r,~’ , this 
means that U/U’ g V,,,, . In view of (5.7) it suffices to establish UU = U’. 
As U @ W = Vtk,+l)v , (3.3) tells us that U, is projective and in light of 
the information we already have about the composition factors of U, it is easy to 
deduce that (in the notation of (2.4)) 
P[V’o-lc’ 0 D”‘M if k’ < p - 1 
Wl IF) 0 v, IG if k’=p-1. 
When k’ < p - 1, this implies that every nonzero submodule of U, , and hence 
every nonzero submodule of U, must contain U’, so we are done. When k’ = 
p - 1, this consideration shows that U, has a unique nonzero submodule u” 
which fails to contain U’. Here U” E V, lG with U,/U” z P(V, IG). This 
shows that U,/U” has no p-dimensional composition factor. As we have seen 
above X,JX,, g VP [and as X,2 = pX9, by (4.6)], either U” does not admit M 
or X,2 = U”. The complete the proof, we exclude the second possibility by 
showing that X,1: has a one-dimensional submodule. This is done by considering 
the element (x”y - xyp)p-l, which obviously spans a one-dimensional sub- 
module in V,t , and proving that it is equal to the element 
9-l 
-xP2-1 - Y x+-l - 2 (ix + yy-1 
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of x,, . Indeed, in terms of the standard basis of I’,, , 
(xPy - xyl))l)-1 = (xy)"-ly [P ; ') X(P-lvc(-yP-l)~-l-l, 
k=O 
P-l 
= (xy)“-1 c x (P-1) (P-l)(P-l-k) “y by (2.14) 
k0 
while 
P-l 
=& 
X(P-l)(k+l)y(p-l)lp-k) 
-xD*-l- yP2-l 
P-1 
- ; (ix + Y)“*-’ 
= -x C-1 _ yPa-l 
1 
Xnb-l) P*-l--n(P-l) Y by (2.13) 
= ‘& Xn(~-l)yl~+l--n)~-l by (2.14) 
P-l 
X(P-lf(k+ll (co-lHP-k) 
=zo y 
with n=K+l. 
Comparing these two expressions we see that 
8-l 
(xPy - xyP)P-1 = -xP*-1- yP2-1- 
2 (ix + YIP- E x,z 
completing the proof of (5.9). 1 
6. RESTRICTION 0F THE GROUP 
In this section we will be concerned purely with the restriction of modules 
to G. To simplify notation therefore we drop the suffix G from any module U, 
and simply denote it by U. We revert to the old notation in Section 7. 
Towards the end of this section, in (6.7) to be precise, we show that for certain 
projective modules Q. , Q1 ,..., Q, (whose detailed structure is given in (6.8)), 
and for every nonnegative m, 
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with k and n by m = n(p + 1) + k, 0 < k < p. This theorem is a refinement 
of (4.3), and implies that it is only necessary to describe the first p(p - 1) 
of the l?, to describe all of them. To that end, write V, = v, @ o;, as in (3.7). 
For m < p(p - l), the Fm are described in (6.4) and this result also describes 
the vm in terms of the V,, with k < p - 1. These V,, are expressed in terms 
of principal indecomposables in (6.3). The principal indecomposable modules 
are fully described using (6.1) and (6.2), the latter result stating that 
is the full set of ireducible FG-modules. 
For 1 < m < p and 0 < n < p - 2 let P[m, n] denote the principal in- 
decomposable FG-module for which 
uP[m, n] s P[m, n]/@[m, n] E V, @ Dn. 
Our first result describes the structure of these. 
(6.1). 
$‘[l n]/oP[l n] e V,-, @ Dnkl, 
@[m, n]/uP[m, n] g (V9-1-, 0 Dm+n) 0 ( Vp+l-m @ Dm++l) 
when1 <m<pand 
P[p, n] = V, @ D”. 
Proof. The last claim is a direct consequence of (3.3) and (2.9). For 1 < 
m < p we set the modules P[m, p - m] in the proof of (5.9) and our present 
claim is just a restatement of what we has there. It remains to note that 
P[m, p - m] @ Dn++l is projective by (2.9), has a homomorphism onto 
V,,., @ I)” and its submodules are in one-to-one correspondence with those of 
P[m, p - m] because of the fact that 
(P[m, p - m] @ Dn++l) @ D2p-++l g P[m, n]. 
From this correspondence we deduce first that P[m, p - m] @ Dn++-l is 
indecomposable so it must be P[m, n] and then our claims concerning submodules 
of P[m, n] will follow. 1 
We can use the previous result to deduce: 
(6.2) Any irreducible FG-module is isomorphic to V, @ Dn for some m E 
(I, 2 ,..., p) and n E (0, I,..., p - 2). The p(p - 1) irreducibles so described are 
pairwise nom’sowphic. 
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Proof. First we show that the irreducibles described above are in fact 
distinct. Write U for the trivial one dimensional FS-module VI ] 5 and observe 
that the induced module UC is just the regular G/S-module regarded as a 
G-module so that in fact 
Q-2 
UC = @ D’. 
j=O 
Take an arbitrary V, @ Dn and for the moment denote it by W. Then 
gW@UG by (2.8) 
From (3.1) we know that W, is absolutely irreducible so, by [4, 29.13, p. 3021, 
Hom(W, , W,) = F. On the other hand, by [6, 16.6, p. 5561, we have 
Hom( W, ( WS)G) s Hom( Ws , W,), and we conclude that W (= V,n @ 0”) 
has only one copy in WsG (= @#‘:i V, @ D). Thus V, @ Dn is not isomorphic 
to any of the other V, @ Dj with 0 <j < p - 2 and of course dimension 
distinguishes it from all the Vi @ Dj with i # m. 
To show that the list of modules in (6.2) is in fact a full set of irreducibles we 
use (2.4) and the size of the principal indecomposables in (6.1). That is 
9-2 9 
dimFG < c 1 m(dim P[m, n]) 
n=Orn=l 
u-1 (P-1)[(1.~)+(2P.~~~~)+(~.P)l = (p _ 1> 1 'p + 2p. c m +p 'p 
w&=2 I 
= P(P - l)(P2 - 1) 
= dimFG. 
Thus equality holds and we conclude that there is no room for further irre- 
ducibles in FG. 1 
We now turn our attention to calculating the first p(p - 1 of the V.. When 
p 1 m all we have to do is rewrite (5.9). 
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(6.3) For0 < k < p - 2, 
[k/21 
while 
s @ P[p - k + 2m, k - m] 
m=o 
g 
( 
(z+l)i2 
@ P[p - k + 2m, k - m] @ VP . fl 
Ilk=0 1 
This adds the first (p - 1) of the V(k+l)r, to our stock of building blocks. 
It will be convenient to use these, rather than the individual principal indecom- 
posables, in describing the projective parts r:, of the I’, . For the rm we have 
vm = g2rm, and we shall explicitly determine uT~ and ov,Jrm . 
(6.4) For 0 < k < p - 2 and 0 < r < p - 1, 
min(k+l.r)-1 
g (‘k+r-2i @ oil if k+r<p 
VD--k+7--1-2i @ Dk+i if k>,r 
Vp+k-T-l-2i @ D7+i if k<r 
and 
where 
Pg ; 
I 
if k+r<p 
dk+l+r--P) if k+r>p. 
Proof. When k = 0 or r = 0 the claims are virtually tautologies, so suppose 
k > 1 and r > 1. Let Yk denote VkIE?)+l/V&+l and note that V&,+, is isomorphic 
to V(k--1)9 0 D which is injective by (3.3). Thus 
481/51/z-9 
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and hence, using (5.3), 
On the other hand we have the exact sequence 
which, because of the injectivity of V,, , splits and so using (5.3) once more 
we have 
In applying the Krull-Schmidt Theorem to these decompositions of Vk,+l @ V, 
we distinguish two cases: 
(i) when r ,< k, (5.6) enables us to substitute 
(VT-1 0 V,) 63 (V,-,. 0 D’-‘> 
for I’,_, @ V, in the first decomposition, so after cancellations and use of (5.3) 
we get 
(ii) when Y > k the substitution justified by (5.6) is that of 
(Vk--1 0 VJ 0 (Vr-k 0 D”-l) 
for V,-, @ V, in the second decomposition, yielding 
Y, 0 V, sx Vkv+r 0 (Vptr--lc) 0 W. 
We are going to derive the structure of V,,,,. from these expressions. In either 
case the crux of the matter is to calculate Y, @ V, . By (5.8), oYk s Vk+l and 
Yk/uYk G V,-, @ Dk. Thus Yk @ V,. has a submodule isomorphic to 
V,,, @ V, with factor module isomorphic to V,_, @ V, @ D”. We get the 
structure of this submodule and this factor module from (5.5’). That explicit 
description splits into several cases, but before we go into those details we note 
the qualitative aspects which enable us to proceed. From (5.5’) we see that the 
tensor product of any two irreducibles is a direct sum of a projective module and 
a completely reducible module. Thus we may write the submodule (uU,) @ V, 
of Y, @ V, as P @ R, with P projective and R, completely reducible without 
any projective summand. From a similar decomposition of the factor module we 
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get an R, such that R,/(aY, @ V,) is completely reducible without projective 
summands and such that Yr, @ VT/R2 is projective. By (2.12), R, = P @ R 
with R >, R, and R/R, z Rz/(uYI, @ V,) while of course Y,+ @ V, = Q @ R, 
with a projective Q. Thus V, @ V, = P @ Q @ R. As $11 = 0 and R has no 
p-dimensional composition factor, the description of the principal indecom- 
posables shows that R has no projective direct summand. The Krull-Schmidt 
Theorem now shows, from (i) or (ii) as the case may be that R z vkks+r , 
so R is indecomposable. It follows from (2.1) that oR = cpR = R, unless R is 0 
or irreducible. Thus ar kp+r is the nonprojective summand in the direct decom- 
position of V,,, @ V,. given by (5.5’), while vkO+JcrVkD+,. is the nonprojective, 
summand in the direct decomposition of I/,-, @ V, @ Dk obtainable from 
(5.5’). This enables the corresponding claims of (6.4). 
Turning to the projective parts, first note that P is 0 when K + r < p and 
V D(~+l+T-D~ otherwise. In case (i) [that is, when r < k], the Krull-Schmidt 
Theorem gives that 
rk,,+, = p @ Q @ (Vp(k--r) 8 0’) 
and (5.5’) yields Q = 0. Similarly in case (ii) [r > k] we get 
B kD+r @ (Vd-k) @ Dk) = p @ Q 
while (5.5’) gives that Q s Vp+k) @ D”. Thus one more application of the 
Krull-Schmidt Theorem yields vk’,,+r G P. In either case we have the result 
as claimed in (6.4). 1 
The rest of the section is devoted to producing reduction formulas which 
have as an end result the consequences et out in the introduction to this section. 
Much of the hard work in that direction is carried out in the proof of the fol- 
lowing result. 
(6.5) For any 1 > 0 and any r > 0, 
~~T+Y+1+1u(D-1) 0 (Vr 0 D) = (Vr+m(s-1) 0 D) 0 Vr,,,, . 
Proof. This is a tautology for 1 = 0 so assume 1 > 1. We first establish (6.5) 
inthecasepirwherewecanwriter+p+ I +Zp(p- l)assp+ 1 +Zp(p- 1) 
for some s 2 1. As at the beginning of the proof of (6.4) define Y, as V,,+,/ V,*,+, 
(for all s > I) and then use (4.1), (4.2) and the injectivity of V~s-l)D+lO(p-l) @ D 
to split this off as a direct summand. That is 
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Thus (6.5) is proved in the case p 1 r. 
Consider next the casep 1 r - 1; say r = sp + 1 with s > 0. We need to prove 
Vd9+1+zb1)1+2 0 (VW,1 0 D) 24 (vds+zd11-1)1+1 0 4 0 V(s+1hl+2 * 
Using two applications of (4.1) we note that there exists an A such that 
V 9(s+1+19h-1))+2 = (X"Y - XYP)2vD(S-l+zDblH 0 A. 
Put A n V&+l+lB(p--1))+2 = B so using (4.1) we have 
WY - xYp)2vP(s-l+zDh-lH G V5s+1+Zd-1))+2 
G WY - XY~)~VA-I+Z+I)) CD A 
so by Dedekind’s law we have 
v:~a+l+zsbl))+2 = WY - xY”)2vP(s-l+zd9-l)) 0 B. 
That is 
VA+ZA--~))+~ 0 D s WY - XY”) Vly(s--1+zD(p--l)) 0 D) 0 B 
= V%s+z~(z+-l))+l 0 D) 0 B 
so by (4.2), B E Y,+,-, @ D. Also from (4.2) and one of the isomorphism 
theorems we have 
A 
-z- = 
(Vds+l+adP-1))+2 MWY - xY")2vY(s-l+zz)(9-l))) 
WY - xy") V*,s--l+lp(a--l)))/V~~,+l+lp(p--1))+2 
= ~ds+1)+2/V~(s+,)+2 
iz Ys+2 * 
By (4.1) and (4.2) we also know that 
so to show that 
it suffices to show that 
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We need one more fact about A: namely that it follows from (3.7) and the 
Krull-Schmidt Theorem that A g v ts+ijP+s @ P for some projective P. Now 
let us deal with the case of s = 0. We have then from above that B g UP-, @ D 
SO by (5.8), B z V9 @ D @ Vi @ D, Ifp # 3 then VP+a = VP+, so A z I’,+, 
as required. If p = 3 then Vlp+z = FD+2 @ Vl, by (6.4) but also A/B s Y, gg 
VD 0 v, so 
and again we are done. Suppose next that s > 0 so we may write 
and may also define A', B', P' similarly to A, B, P above so that 
and B' g B, Al/B' s A/B by (4.2). It follows that P and P' are projectives of 
dimension at most 2p with the same composition factors so from the knowledge 
of the principal indecomposables from (6.1) we conclude that P s P', A = A'. 
Thus 
follows as required from the observation that B z Y, @ D E Ys+e-l @ D by 
(4.2). This completes the proof for the case p 1 Y - 1. 
In particular we have established (6.5) f or Y = 0, 1 .We proceed to prove (6.5) 
by induction on r. Suppose then that r > 2 and 
and also that 
Vr-2+9+1+19(2)--1) CD P-2 0 D> E (I/r-2+m(el) 0 D) 0 Vr-,+,+I - 
If p divides I or Y - 1 there is nothing to do, while if p divides neither it is easy 
to calculate from (5.2) the tensor product of V, with each side of the first 
isomorphism in the inductive hypothesis above so we get that 
(V+2+9+1+19(9--1) 0 D> CD V~+~+l+ze(xa--l) 0 V-2 0 D2) 0 (VT 0 D> 
E (Vv-2+19(9-1) 0 0’) 0 (Vv+tz+-l) 0 D) 0 (VT-,+,+I 0 D) 0 Vr,,,, . 
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From this, the second isomorphism of the inductive hypothesis above and the 
Krull Schmidt Theorem give (6.5). l 
Using (6.5) as the initial step of a simple induction argument on n we get the 
general lemma we have been aiming at 
(6.6) For Y, 1 3 0, n 3 I, 
Proof. We take the inductive step as the implication from n to n + 1. First 
we use (6.5) with Y f (rr - l)(p + 1) in place of Y: 
by the inductive hypothesis. Therefore by the Krull-Schmidt Theorem the 
conclusion of the inductive step follows. 
We are now ready to establish the main reduction theorem. For 0 < K ,< p, 
define Qk so that 
namely by 
when K < p this works by (3.7) an w d h en k = p by (6.3). The theorem is: 
(6.7) Ifm=n(p+I)+kwithO~~kp,then 
V m+t,(n-l) G vm @ (8k @ D”). 
Repeated application of this enables one to express all V, in terms of the 
first p(p - 1) which have already been completely described in (6.4), and in 
terms of the Qk which will be described in (6.8) below. The theorem is a refine- 
ment of (4.3). For a qualitative comparison one may paraphrase (6.7) as follows: 
to each w Vm+p(p-l) is the direct sum of V, and a projective module which 
depends only on the residue class of m modulo p2 - 1. Quantitatively, it yields 
the structure of the Pm defined in (4.3), but we do not need the explicit formula. 
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Proof of (6.7). For n = 0, this is a repeat of the defining property of Qk . 
For n > 0, we use (6.6): 
V~+AA 0 (v, 0 W zz ~~/;c+z+-l) 0 D” 0 v, 
zz (Qlc 0 W 0 V, 0 D”) 0 vrn 
and so the Krull-Schmidt Theorem yields the result. 
(6.8) For 0 < k < p - 1 we huveQ, z (VD(p_k--l) @ Dk) @ Vpk . 
Proof. Note that at k = 0 this is the definition of Q,, , while at k = 1 we have, 
from (4.1) and (5.8) as so many times before, that 
V 1+9h-1) = VdP-2) 0 D 0 y,-1 
- Vp(p-z) 0 D 0 V, 0 Vl. = 
Hence Q1 is as claimed. Suppose then that 2 < k < p - 1. The exact sequence 
0 - V,-, 0 V~,(A 0 D - V, 0 V~++-1) - J’k+p(p--l) - 0 
from (5.1) splits as V,_, @ Vs(D_l) @ D is injective, so we have 
V, 0 Vr+p~-l) z (Vk--l 0 Vz+_-r) 0 D) 0 V~;C+~CP--~) 
and by (5.3), (5.5) and (5.3) again 
v*-1 0 ~&l-I) Gz Vk-, 0 v,-I 0 v, 
z (VA&) 0 (V/9-!%+I 0 09) 0 Ire 
- %%-a, zzz 0 Vp+-k+l) 0 D”-‘. 
Therefore we have 
‘k @ ‘l/l++1) = (vlp~(k-~, @ O> @ &(p__k+l) 8 D”-7 @ ‘k+p(p__l) , 
the first of two direct decompositions to be exploited in an application of the 
Krull-Schmidt Theorem. The other arises from the expression obtained above 
for V l+a(p_1) , again using (5.3) and (5.5): 
Vk 0 V1+&-1) 
The Krull-Schmidt Theorem now yields the result. m 
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This completes the story on the V, , a complete description now being 
possible along the lines outlined in the introduction to this section. 
The last result in this section is one we shall need in Section 7. 
(6.9) For every m, 
I-p<dimif,+,+,-dimv,<l+p. 
Proof. The second of these inequalities follows from the fact that 
(x”y - xyp) e;, is an injective submodule and hence a direct summand of 
V m+P+l and therefore also of rm+B+l . To derive the first inequality, we need to 
apply (3.7) and (6.4); we omit the laborious but straightforward arithmetic. 1 
7. ON FM-MODULES 
This section starts with a complete description of the irreducible and of the 
principal indecomposable FM-modules, in close analogy with the first part of 
Section 6. We then deduce from the details of this information that FM is of 
infinite representation type; that is, there exist indecomposable FM-modules of 
arbitrary large (finite) dimension. This threatens that the conclusive results 
we obtained for the V, IG have no analogues for the V, themselves. The next 
result shows that only finitely many isomorphism types of indecomposables occur 
as direct summands of the V, , so hope returns again. However, in the last 
result we see that in spite of this the V, cannot fit any “arithmetic” pattern 
similar to that obtained for their restrictions. 
The V, @ Dn with 1 < m < p and 0 < n < p - 1 are absolutely irre- 
ducible and pairwise nonisomorphic, as the V, themselves (the V, @ Do) 
are all nonsingular while the singular V, @ D” (with n > 0) are pairwise non- 
isomorphic as FG-modules, by (6.2). Let P[m, n] stand for the principal 
indecomposable FM-module which has V, @ Dn as a homomorphic image. 
There is no reason to assume that the restriction of P[m, n] to G is the P[m, n] 
of Section 6. We shall see that this does happen for some, but certainly not all, 
relevant values of the parameters m, n. We shall therefore find it useful to define 
FM-modules P[m, n] whose restrictions to G are aZzuays ;he P[m, n] of Section 6: 
namely let P[m, n] be the FM-module which is annihilated by N and which, as 
an FG-module, is isomorphic to the principal indecomposable FG-module with 
(V, @ Dn)G as homomorphic image. The structure of P[m, n] is then exactly as 
given in (6.1) except that every occurence of Do in (6.1) is replaced by Dp-l and 
that n is no longer restricted to the range (0, I,..., p - 2). (The latter change is of 
convention of convenience for of course P[m, n] z P[m, n + (p - I)].) It is 
immediate that P[m, n] is a homomorphic image of P[m, n] whenever n > 0. 
This and the original (5.9) itself is all we need for establishing our main result. 
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(7.1) (a) Each irreducible FM-module is isomorphic to some V,,, @ D” with 
1 < m < p and 0 < n < p - 1. These p2 irreducibles are pairwise nonisomorphic. 
(b) If n > 0 and m # p - n then P[m, n] is just P[m, n], so its composition 
structure can be read ofl(6.1). 
(c) When n=O we have P[l,O]rVI andfor 2<m<p we have 
P[m, nl s &, so yP[m, n] z Vp-m+l 0 Dm-l. 
(d) When n > 0 and m = p - n, we have 
F~P[P - n, n] = uP[p - n, n] E (V,-, @ D”)02 
and 
vP[p - n, nlbP[p - n, 4 
I 
(V,-I 0 D) 0 V,+, 0 Dpdl 0 V,,, 
= V,-, @ D @ VD 
if n # p - 1 
if n=p-1. 
[As usual Uek denotes the direct sum of k copies of U.] 
Proof. The second sentence of (a) has been established already. For (b), 
so far we only know that in this case P[m, n] is a homomorphic image of P[m, n], 
so in particular 
dim P[m, n] > dim P[m, n] = I$ $ y Ft T”, 
Similarly in case (c) we have of course that V, is a homomorphic image of 
P[l, 0] so dim P[l, 0] 3 1, while for 2 < m < p we have by (5.9) that X,, has 
dimension p + 1 and is a homomorphic image of P[m, 0] so dim P[m, 0] > 
p + 1. An application of (2.4) b e ow will show these dimension estimates to be 1 
accurate and so establish (b) and (c) but first we must get similar estimates for 
case (d). 
Let n > 0, m = p - n and P = P[p - n, n]. As 
U&U, E P[p - n, n]/vP[p - n, n] s V,-, @ D” 
for the module U,, defined in (5.9), one may choose submodules U and Win P 
sothatP/Ur U,andP/WrP[p- n, n]. Recall from (5.9) that U, contains 
J%+I)~ and X(n+d&n+~)D = V,+, while by definition P[p - n, n] is 
singular. Thus if X/U is the copy of Xcn+rj2, in P/U given by the isomorphism 
PIUZ u,, we must have X/U < U + W/U otherwise the nonsingular 
(X/U)/y(X/U) would be a factor module of 
xiu 
(X/U> n (U + W/U) 
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which is isomorphic to the submodule 
wu)+(u+ W/U) 
W- WIU 
of 
P/U 
u+ W/U’ 
while the latter is a homomorphic image of the singular P/W. Now U < X < 
U + W and Dedekind’s law give X = U + (X n W) and so by one of the 
isomorphism theorems 
X/U= Xn WjUn W. 
Before we proceed, we note that when 1z < p - 1 a similar argument can 
be used with 
X(n+l)n 0 Dp-l < P[P - n, 4 
in place of X(n+r)2, < U, . Let Y/W be the copy of X(n+l)p @ Dp-1 in P/W 
given by the isomorphism P/ W g P[p - n, n]. As 
and as U, has no section isomorphic to V,,, @ Dp-‘, we get that Y < U + W 
and so 
(U n Y)/( U n W) E Y/W G X(n+I)I, @ Dp-I. 
We shall need this later, but we first proceed with the main argument without 
the restriction n < p - I. 
At first we only use X to give an estimate: 
X (n+l)p z X/U g (X n W)/( U n W) 
gives dim W 2 p + 1 and hence, as 
dim P/W = dim P[p - n, n] = 2P 
when 1 <n<p-1 
P when n = p - 1 
we have 
dim Pb, nl ! 3P + 1 when 1 2 <n<p-1 
2p + 1 when n =p- 1. 
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We are now ready to apply (2.4): 
9 D-l 
p4 = dimFM > c c mdimP[m,n] 
n=1n=o 
= dimP[l,O] + 2 mdimP[m,O]+ F2dimP[l,n] + dimP[l,p - 11 
m=2 n=1 
p-1 9-I Y-1 9-l 
+ c C mdimP[m,n]+ C mdim P[m, p-m] + c p dim P[p, n] 
“a=% TL=l m=2 n=1 
2 1 + jJ m(p + 1) + lg:P + (3 + 1) 
m=2 
9-l 9-l P-l 8-l 
- + 1 C m*2P+ Cm(%+l)+ CP" 
m=2 n=l n=2 TL=l 
%#P--m 
= P4. 
This proves that equality must hold throughout and therefore also in all our 
estimates. In particular, (a), (b) and ( c are proved and towards the proof of (d) ) 
we have W = X g Xf,+i), and U n W = 0. This shows that the sum of U 
and W inP is direct and also that when 71 < p - I we have Y n 0’~ XC~+~)~ @ 
DP-l. Dimension count now shows that when n < p - 1 we must in fact have 
Y n U = U. Also, if n = p - 1 we just use the Jordan-Holder Theorem to get 
U c Vi @ DP-l. In either case 
As 
UP > u(U @ W) = OU @ aWr (V,-, @ Dn)B2. 
and oU, is irreducible, we must have 
OP = oU @ OW z (V,-, @ Dn)e2 
as claimed. When it = p - 1 we are done, for then 
P/UP es (Pi U)/(P/a U) E u,-,lu u,-1 
together with (5.9) g ives the rest of our claim. Also from (5.9) when rz < p - 1 
we have two completely reducible modules 
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while of course 
(u+oP)n((w+cq =aP, 
so VP/UP is completely reducible and the Jordan-Holder Theorem tells us that 
its summands are as claimed. 
It remains to show that v2P = aP. We have just seen in effect that p2P < OP. 
Now v2P < UP would imply that vP/v2P has a direct summand isomorphic 
to V,-, @ Dn. But the kernel of a homomorphism of VP onto V,-, @ Dn 
would have to contain W (as the only singular homomorphic image of W is 0), 
and VP/W has no homomorphism onto V,-, @ Dn (as by (6.1) the only irre- 
ducible homomorphic images of plP[p - n, n] are V,-, @ D and V,,, @ DP-‘, 
the latter only when n < p - 1). Thus q?P < UP is impossible and the proof is 
complete. 1 
Note. Using (4.6) and the structure of the above principal indecomposables 
we note that when X,/VX~ g V,,, then TX, is either 0 or isomorphic to 
V,-, @ D”. In particular uX, is always irreducible. 
In the group setting we noted that the nonprojective indecomposable direct 
summands of the V, repeated in a sequence of period p(p - 1). This was 
perhaps to be expected as G has only a finite number of nonisomorphic indecom- 
posables over F (see [4, 64.1, p. 4311). W e now use (7.1) to show that by contrast 
FM is of infinite representation type. 
(7.2) There are indecomposable FM-modules of arbitrary high ( jinite) dimension. 
Proof. In view of [5, Theorem 3.1, p. 1371 it suffices to produce an indecom- 
posable FM-module P with the following properties: 
(i) there exists W, @ W, < P with WI g W, and Wl~ n W,a = 0 
for all endomorphisms 01 of U; 
(ii) every extension of WI by P splits; 
(iii) WI and W, are annihilated by the radical R of the endomorphism 
ring of U. 
We let P be P[p - n, n] for some n E (1, 2,...,p - 11. Because P is projective 
(ii) holds (for any W,) and from (7.1) we know that there exists W, @ W2 < P 
with WI E W, z V,_, @ D”. Let 01 be an endomorphism of P. As P/qoP is 
absolutely irreducible, 01 acts like a scalar, a say, on this quotient (see [4, 29.13, 
p. 2021). Consider the endomorphism a - a which annihilates this top composi- 
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tion factor. We want to see how CL - a acts on @P where, by (7.1), $P = 
IV, @ W, . Using (2.2) we have 
@P(oI - a) < @(P(oI - a)) 
< $(aP) = @P = 0. 
Thus 01 acts like the scalar a on W, @ W, and hence (i) holds. That is, W,o n 
W201 = W, n W, = 0. 
We note also that the radical of an algebra always consists of nilpotent 
elements. Thus, in particular if 01 is in the radical of the endomorphism algebra 
of P then Par < P and so the scalar a above is 0. This shows that (Y annihilates 
W, @ W, which proves (iii) and thus (7.2). 1 
Having established good reason to be pessimistic we can now go the other 
way~by showing that although FM is of infinite representation type, only finitely 
many isomorphism types of indecomposables occur as direct summands of the 
V ??I* 
(7.3) In an unrefinable direct decomposition of a V, , precisely one summand is 
nonsingular. The singular summands regarded as G-modules are of course indecom- 
posable. If the nonsingular summand becomes decomposable upon restriction to G, 
then this restriction is the direct sum of at most one nonprojective indecomposable and 
a projective of dimension at most 4p. 
Proof. Using (4.1) we define P by 
v, IG = ((x”y - xy*) L,-, @ P) @ v,. 
By (6.9) we have 
dim P = dim i’, - dim v,,-Dpl 
= m - dim V, - [(m - p - 1) - dim r+l,-i] 
= p + 1 + [dim Vm-,-i - dim VJ 
< 3. 
As (x”y - xy”) v,,-,-r < V,* we can consider it as an M-module A where 
A = oi A, with each Ai IG a principal indecomposable G-module. Set Bj = 
@i+i A, and note that there exists a B, such that X, n Bj = 0. If this were not 
the case, as we have already observed (just after (7.1)) that ax, is irreducible, 
then for all j, uX,,, < Bj . This would contradict the fact that nj Bi = 0. 
We now use (2.12) to show that there exists an X such that X,, < X and 
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I/;, jc = Bi jc @ X. By (4.4), X admits M and so we can write V, = Bi @ X. 
But writing 
it is clear that Xc z v, @ R with dim R < 4p and Bj == &, Ai with the 
Ai jc principal indecomposables. 1 
We noted in (5.7) that for m = 2p - I, I’, is indecomposable while V, ‘o 
is not. Therefore, even if the V, were to fit into some sort of arithmetic pattern 
as shown in (6.7), for their restrictions to G, this pattern would differ from that 
of the VJ,. We complete this section by showing that no such arithmetic 
pattern exists. 
One indication of this can be found by observing that I/, is not a direct 
summand of any other V,, since, by (4. I), no other V,, has a singular submodule 
of codimension 2 and, by (4.5), a direct complement of I’, would have to be 
singular. Moreover, we prove: 
(7.4) V, has a submodule isomorphic to V, if and only if m = p1 + 1 for some 1. 
Proof. If m = pt + 1 then 
(ax + by)“’ = (ax)~’ + (by)“’ E (x”‘, y”‘) 
and using (4.4) we see that (xi”, yp’j is a submodule of V, . This submodule is 
clearly isomorphic to V, . 
On the other hand suppose V,, has a submodule V isomorphic to LT2 We have 
noted (just after the proof of (4.4)) that V, has a unique nonsingular composition 
factor so X, z V, . It remains to show that ri,, has dimension at least 3 unless 
m = pL + I for some 2. 
Suppose m - 1 =- pLs where s > 1 and p r s, and note 
(x + yp z ((x + y)"")" = (& -4 y"')" 
= x”‘G + yds + sxPw)yy” + . . . E (xy’s, y”‘“>, 
Thus in this case the three elements x+-l, ym-l, (x + y)“-’ of X, are linearly 
independent. I 
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